GRADE VII VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
“If we fail to adapt, we fail to move forward.”
-John Wooden
“When the going gets tough, the tough gets going”. Ever since the COVID -19 pandemic disrupted the
normal lifestyle of people across the globe, the virtual world emerged to rescue. With everything being
organized on a digital platform, schools, also shifted their base to virtual learning to conduct classes
online.
Keeping up with the trends and the fulfilling the need of the hour, K. R Mangalam World School,
Vaishali,started online classes with full zeal and gusto. With an aim to provide quality education along
with a nurturing and wholesome environment to the students, the teachers put their best foot forward in
coming with innovative teaching strategies which kept the students hooked on to these classes. While
playing a pivotal role in being the harbinger of change, the teachers have enabled their learners to
befriend technology in a constructive way for knowledge creation and not just for passive consumption.
Students are taking initiative to develop their own voice as they learn independently, through activities,
and also in collaboration with their peers. Teachers are constantly encouraging their students to be active
members of the class by presenting them with a plethora ofopportunities to lead them on their quest of
knowledge.
With technology as a trusted ally, the learning process has blossomed to benefit students to leaps and
bound. As Neil Armstrong once said, “One small step for a man, a giant leap for mankind”. It was that
one small transition from traditional learning to remote learning which has brought in a giant leap for the
inquisitive learners out there.With a little out-of-the box thinking, teachers are constructing activities for
the students that is both, stimulating their minds and keeping them engaged. This remote learning has also
helped in introducing various activities in Grade VII with utmost ease. The students not only enjoyed
doing the paper cutting activity and exploring various activities on different apps, but they were also
amazed toderive formulas, perform science experiments, create questionnaire for their peers.
Students enthusiastically participated in all the activitiesand submitted their work on MS Teams.
A brief overview of all the events happened so far.
CLASSES ON ZOOM STARTED FROM 1APRIL 2020.
A new journey was paved with the introduction of a virtual platform with Grade VII when the school was
brought to their homes. The virtual classes on „Zoom App‟ marked our journey to the „new normal‟. This
initiative was appreciated and welcomed byour enthusiastic teachers and our young learners which helped
everyone to resume to normalcy.

ONLINE UNIVERSE IN THE SCHOOL CLASSES
SPACE Indialaunched its online platform using GOOGLE
CLASSROOM where UITS students joined live sessions and
became a part of the astronomy sessions.

INTERNATIONAL MUSEUM DAYwas celebrated
on 18May 2020. Students made videos and pptsto
celebrate it.

WORLD BLOOD DONOR DAYvideo was made by
Grade VII students to educate people about blood
donation.

CORONA WARRIORS VIDEO BY CLASS VII
To cheer up everyone in these testing times, Grave VII students shot
a peppy video expressing their gratitude towards the Corona
Warriors.

ISA PROJECT
Getting their exploration binoculars on, students explored the vast
nature and made projects on the topic „Causes and Extinction of Dodo,
Vulture and sparrow in North America, Australia and Sri Lanka‟ as a
part of their ISA Project.

VIRTUAL REALITY TOUR OF EGYPT ON 15MAY 2020
Breaking the monotony of classes, students were taken on an excursion to explore Egypt. Through „Zoom
App‟students explored the 360 degrees virtual reality tour of Egypt. Not only students, but parents also
were a part of the excursion which doubled the fun.
Spots covered:
● Great Pyramid of Giza
● Nile River
● Egypt Papyrus shop
● Egypt Papyrus shop 2
● Red sea Beach

ENGLISH DECLAMATION COMPETITION
English Declamation Competition was held on 14
August2020.Students dressed up like their favorite leader
and shared their views on „Their Vision for Future‟ for a
minute.

INDEPENDENCE DAY ACTIVITY
Clean & Green India Activity - Self Watering Plant Pot
To make the world a better place to live, students of Grade VII, took
upon a task and created self-watering plant pot. Through this
activity,the students understoodthe importance of watering the plant
and also learnt to use the importance of optimum utilization of
resources for a better future.

COMPUTER SUBJECT ACTIVITY- WEB PAGE CREATION USING HTML- Students created
web page on the assigned topic using HTML tags- image insertion, table creation, hyperlinks etc which
they learnt in the class.

VIRTUAL TRIP TO ANTARCTICA
In order to break the monotony of being at home 24 x 7 a brief yet breath taking virtual excursion was
planned for the students, under which, they explored Antarctica.

COVID 19 ACTIVITY –
Now that the building blocks of remote education have been put into place and classroom learning is
underway, more and more teachers are turning their attention to the mental health of their students. Youth
anxiety about the CoronaVirus is rising, and our young people are feeling isolated, disconnected, and
confused. While social-emotional education has typically taken place in the bricks and mortar of schools,
we adapted these curriculums for an online setting.

RAMLEELA
For young children to experience the tradition of Ram Leela festivities, a power packed dramatization of
the ancient epic Ramayana was organized with our young learners.
The story was mindfully crafted and the narration was brought alive through enactment, background
music, interactivity and humour. The performance format drewinspiration from immersive theatre model,
bringing children into the same playing space as the performers.

VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY
School assembly clarifies school activities and programmes and focuses on co-curricular life. It
strengthens work of the school. School assembly are conducted with complete and active participation of
students. And keeping up the scenario, Grade VII organized various virtual assemblies to keep the
learners motivated and fuel them with creativity and innovation.
NEW APPS USED BY TEACHERSTo bring the spark in virtual classes teachers have explored various educational apps and tools to create a
niche in online learning. Following is the list of some of the apps and other platforms used by our
teachers to create wonders in online learning.












Edpuzzel,
MSSWAY
COGGLE
MS SWAY
Word Wall
OLABS
Construction Tools
Geo Gebra,
Self- Made videos of Teachers
Padlet
Desmos

Heartiest Congratulations to the Winners!
Virtual Inter School Competitions
The young, ignited minds of a society are the greatest asset that work for community welfare. The K. R.
Mangalam World School promotes the learners' spirit to explore and discover more. The school nurtures
the true potential by awakening pupil's passion and cultivates their innate talents. Participation in the
Virtual Inter-school Competitions is another enviable milestone achieved by the our Youg leaders.
Students earned laurels & accolades for the school by winning coveted positions in different categories.
The school fraternity and Management congratulate the winners for their stellar performance in all the
events.
S.No. Name of the Student
Grade Event and School
Position
1
Shashwat Mittal
VII
1.Enchante Art Competition, KRM, First
Greater Noida

2

Pujita Gupta

VII

3

Aahan Maheshwari

VII

4

Adhrushta Bathla

VII

5

Sneha Gupta

VII

2.Artistry, KRM Greater Noida
Presentation on Global position of
India in Vivekanand School, Delhi
Speed Hop (Under 14 category),
Dehradun Public School, Ghaziabad
Inter- school European - Language
Festival by Goethe – Institute, Delhi
1. INFINITY (Science) An Inter
School Techno Fest, G.D. Goenka
Public School

Second
Fourth
Second
Second

6
7

Aaryan Sharma
Mehar Makkar

VII
VII

8

Shruti Tomar

VII

9

Navya Warikoo

VII

2. Coding Wizards, KRM , Vikaspuri
Virtual Rope Skipping Championship
1. Speed
Hop
(Under
14
category), Dehradun Public
School, Ghaziabad
2. Inter – School Literary Fest,
LPS Global School, Noida
3. Coding Wizards, KRM ,
Vikaspuri
1. Why Waste campaign Art
Competition by United Way,
Pepsico
1. Enthusia, Abhinav Global
School, Delhi
2. Rope skipping Competition
(under 14 category)

Third
Fifth
Third

First

Third
Selected as
Best
20
Participants
Consolation
Fourth

